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WHAT WILL LEAD STATE
DEMOCRACY TO VICTORY
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'Cause Daddy Ordered
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ICE CREAM
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foty About Yours ?
Your day will not be complete without our famous
uct. It's delicious! It's satisfying!
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Are at Your Service

Western Dairy & Ice Cream Co.
SEE

218 South 5th Street,
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Joseph, Mo.
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The Question About "Where to Spend the Fourth of
Is Easily Solved
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Where's That?

Where Everybody Else Goes!

Beautiful Lake Contrary
Amusement Park

Partition Sale

St. Joseph Mo.

Lake Contrary
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There Will Be Something Doing All Day Long
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is cooC shady and restful down there among those big trees on the clean closely cropped
The band is going to play music that will make you happy; dancing will entertai-

grass lawn!
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and your friends in the Venetian Hall; the shoot the chutes and Olde Mill will excite
your tired interest in life and the Roller Coaster will make you grab your hat and hang on
where it
for dear lifel Everybody else is going down there are YOU going to stay
.
is hot? COME ON JOIN THE CROWD!
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Admission to the Grounds!
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Listen, All You Joy Seekers
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Dutch Oven; no charge fomce W- -'
Plan a Picnic Dinner Cook it on the
ter. Fine Cabaret at the Village Inn; also CHICKEN DINNERS. Free Moving Pictures at
night. Special Police protection. Make July 4th? 1920, the best ever at?
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We Invite Your Patronage

Lake Contrary Amusement Park
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Do not confuse the Payrfient of Your Second Street Car Fare as, an admission pricec-th- at
goes to the Street Car company! That collection at the gate is your car fare from Illi.
nois Avenue to the Lake! Not admission price to the grounds.
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